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FROM THE EDITOR

Working
with
waste
As global efforts to reduce pollution in our rivers and oceans ramp up, marina
operators continue to play their part in clean-up operations, reaching out to
local communities and creating social events that are educational and fun.
It’s amazing how much rubbish is to be found a stone’s throw from pristine
marinas (see p.38) and good to learn how marinas can be proactive with waste
by thinking through the concept of ‘trash to treasure’ (see p.35).
Nowhere is the ‘repurposing’ approach more valuable than with plastics pollution.
According to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), at least 14
million tons of plastic end up in the ocean every year, making up 80% of all marine
debris found in surface water through to deep-sea sediments.
Responsible thinking is required, and top of the IUCN mantra is ‘refuse/rethink/
redesign/conserve’. But when this is impractical, recycling is always a better option
than incineration or landfill.
The Ocean Cleanup, a non-profit based in the Netherlands, launched its first
product with plastic from the Great Pacific Garbage Patch in October 2020 –
sunglasses that were a sell-out (out of stock as of February 2022) – proving that
recycling ocean plastics is both feasible and successful.
At the end of April, The Ocean Cleanup signed a seven-year global partnership
deal with Korea-based vehicle manufacturer Kia. Kia will provide funds and in-kind
contributions for ocean operations and for the construction of Interceptor Original
river cleaning devices. It intends to integrate recycled ocean plastic harvested by The
Ocean Cleanup into its production processes.
Boyan Slat, founder and CEO of The Ocean Cleanup, signed the deal with
Kia president and CEO Ho Sung Song. Slat said: “Plastic is not inherently a
bad material, but we must use it responsibly. We demonstrate how we can turn
pollution into a solution by launching applications that help clean the oceans and
simultaneously – together with our partner Kia – provide proof that recycled plastic
can be used sustainably. I hope that we can inspire others to do the same.”
If you feel inspired to make more effort to reduce pollution, eliminate singleuse plastics and recycle responsibly, there are many organisations ready to give
guidance and plenty of clean-up initiatives operating nationally and internationally.
Several took place in March/April, including Clean Up Australia Day, and The Great
Global Cleanup – with partners World Cleanup Day, Keep America Beautiful and
Let’s Do It World – launched by earthday.org.
Other key events, such as International Coastal Cleanup Day (17th September) are
still to come. This initiative, launched in the USA 30 years ago, now encompasses
over 100 countries working together, and uniting for one special day, “to help make
a difference in the way beaches, coasts, seas and oceans are able to survive and
thrive.”

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2022 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd
Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
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magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
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refuse advertising.
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Custom engineered mooring
technology that lasts

6HFXULQJDOOȵRDWLQJ
applications like marinas,
wave-attenuators, buoys,
DQGȵRDWLQJVRODUSDUNV

We understand the water. We have the products and the knowhow to move away from old fashioned methods like piles, chain,
or cables. /HWXVVKRZ\RXZKDWD6HDȵH[PRRULQJVROXWLRQ
ZRXOGORRNOLNHIRU\RXUȵRDWLQJDSSOLFDWLRQ

Contact us atLQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

ΖQWHJUDWHGURSHWR
accomodate for the depth.

SEAFLEX SWE +46 90 16 06 50
SEAFLEX US +1 (310) 548-9100

&XVWRPL]HGWRWKHH[DFWVWUHQJWK
DQGOHQJWKQHHGHGWRKDQGOHWKHVLWH
VSHFLȴFZDWHUOHYHOYDULDWLRQDQGIRUFHV

Sustainable materials that ensure
PD[LPXPORQJHYLW\

7KHUHLQIRUFHGHODVWRPHUHORQJDWHV
XSWRWZLFHLWVOHQJWKDQGUHWUDFWV
back to provide constant stability.

Small footprint - always
VWD\VRWKHVHQVLWLYHVHDEHG

$KLJKO\WHFKQRORJLFDOSURGXFW
from a company that cares.

ZZZVHDȵH[QHW

FERGUSON’S MARINA
MOSMAN, NSW, AUSTRALIA

WORLD NEWS

Marinas22 –
ready to roll
AUSTRALIA: As Marina World closed for press, the Australia-based Marina
Industries Association was expecting its Marinas22 event (23rd-24th May) to be
“the biggest and best event yet”, with over 40 companies taking stand space
and a record number of delegate registrations.
Open borders have encouraged
international attendance, most
particularly from New Zealand and
South East Asia.
The two-day programme, ‘Inspiring

Business Success’, consists of 24
conference sessions tackling a variety
of industry issues and taking a keen
look at opportunities and innovations of
the future.

TransEurope
marks 35 years

EUROPE: Now boasting over 80 marina members in 12 different countries,
TransEurope Marinas has gained remarkable ground since its foundation in
1987.
Formerly known as TransManche,
fostering customer satisfaction and
the cooperative association of a dozen
promoting travel to exciting new
marina managers joined forces as a
destinations.”
means to support independent family
“TransEurope Marinas remains at
marinas, and to encourage their berth
the vanguard, not only for its capability
holders to cruise further afield by
to recognise evolving customer
offering reciprocal conditions.
expectations but above all for the
The same spirit prevails today
although the group has expanded
in size and ambition. Jean-Michel
Gaigné CMM, who has presided over
the association for nearly a decade,
was delighted to mark TransEurope
Marinas’ 35th anniversary, commenting
“I am proud to see our network

marina operators’ personal connections
with the boating community,” he added.
“TransEurope Marinas is no longer
a simple network of yacht harbours
giving benefits to berth holders but an
inspiration for all those who seek out
rewarding boating experiences from the
Baltic to the Aegean.”

Positive signs for
Metstrade 2022

NETHERLANDS: With 96% of visitors and 90% of exhibitors declaring their
intention to return to the Metstrade event in November this year, hopes run
high for a very positive show.
Metstrade’s growth with more
Metstrade director, Niels Klarenbeek,
exhibitors, more space, more focus and
explains: “The industry is eager
an enhanced visitor experience. We
to be back at the world’s largest
cannot wait to see everyone return to
B2B leisure marine event after an
Amsterdam in November.”
extraordinary 2021 edition. We have
As part of the theme to raise the
created a balanced layout with key
profile of specialist interest areas, the
points of interest in every hall in close
Marina & Yard Pavilion (MYP) will form
cooperation with our partners such as
an integral part of the Hall 5 show floor
ICOMIA and the Exhibition Committee.
this year.
This allows us to accommodate
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66 MAJOR ACTIVE
PROJECTS IN
AUSTRALIA IN 2021
A SAMPLE OF THE PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SHELL COVE MARINA
PERTH FLYING SQUADRON YACHT CLUB
FERGUSONS MARINA
BELLERIVE YACHT CLUB AND MARINA
MARLIN MARINA
COFFS HARBOR
PORT COOGEE MARINA
WIRRINA MARINA
SPINNAKER SOUNDS MARINA

SCAN THE QR CODE TO CLAIM
YOUR FREE 2022 CALENDAR.
CODE: MARINA WORLD

bellingham-marine.com
+61 7 3376 6955

CLEAN
WASTEWATER
DISPOSAL
PierPump – Trouble-free disposal of waste and bilge water
from boats and yachts.
When installing a wastewater management system harbor
operators have to make several decisions depending on the location,
number of berths and size to find the optimal system.
The Vogelsang PierPump is a customer-oriented high-performance
solution, which is easy to operate and allows bilge water or black
water to be pumped directly into the sewage system. The integrated
rotary lobe pump means that the PierPump is resistant to foreign
matter, so that the vacuum extraction process does not come to stop
if the wastewater contains foreign matter. Wastewater tanks are
vacuum extracted in a very short time, and the voyage can continue.

VOGELSANG � LEADING IN TECHNOLOGY
vogelsang.info

HALF MOON BAY MARINA EXTENSION
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND

WORLD NEWS

Seminar ideas for
AMI Expo 2023
USA: The Association of Marina Industries (AMI) Conference & Expo has
issued a call for seminar proposals for its 2023 event. The deadline for
submissions is 1st June 2022.
professional development; design and
The AMI team is looking for breakout
engineering; and marina and boatyard
and workshop topics relevant to
operations. Overall, the event will
the marina and yard business, from
comprise around 25 sessions, including
operations to management, for its
two keynote addresses.
all-industry audience of marina
operators, designers, engineers, sales
AMI Conference & Expo (formerly
professionals and staff.
IMBC) will be held 30th January-1st
February in Daytona Beach, Florida.
The 2023 event will provide
dedicated tracks on leadership skills;
Visit www.marinassociation.org to
human resources management and
submit a proposal

Larnaca Marina inaugurated

CYPRUS: The Larnaca marina and port project – which, with a budget of €1.2
billion will be the largest ever infrastructure investment on the island – has
been inaugurated by President Nicos Anastasiades. Work on the site began in
early April. Mr Anastasiades said the project represents “an historic milestone”
for the country.
The Israeli-Cypriot consortium,
which won the Larnaca Marina tender
in 2020, aims to create a 600-berth

marina for vessels up to 115m (377ft)
in length. The first phase of the whole
project will take around five years.

Pelican Waters
breaks ground on
Queensland marina

A SAMPLE OF THE PROJECTS

AUSTRALIA: Waterfront developer Pelican Waters has broken ground on a 126berth marina on the Caloundra Coast, Queensland. When complete, it will be
the only marina on the Sunshine Coast to provide a mix of both wet berths and
drystack spaces.
Local marine construction company,
The Jetty Specialist, is constructing
the marina using concrete floating
pontoons and stainless steel fixings for
vessels up to 15m (49ft). All berths will
offer power and water.
Construction is also set to begin on
associated marina facilities, including
a fuel wharf providing unleaded and
diesel fuels, a pump-out station, en
suite amenities and a client lounge.
The developers have engaged
fellow Sunshine Coast company QTM
Enterprises for the associated landside
marina works, which comprises a

18 MAJOR ACTIVE
PROJECTS IN NEW
ZEALAND IN 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WESTPORT & GREYMOUTH
HALF MOON BAY MARINA
WAIKAWA MARINA
WHITIANGA FUEL DOCK
PAHI PONTOON & GANGWAY
MOSELLE DRYSTACK
GULF HARBOUR
HIGHBROOK
DARGAVILLE WHARF

160-boat drystack for boats up to
12m (39ft) within a fully functioning
boatyard. This will offer services
including shipwright repairs and
maintenance, marine mechanics and
electrics, canvassing and trimming,
chandlery and more.
A brewery, medical businesses,
waterfront dining, boutique cafés,
fitness studios and a beauty salon
will sit within a marina village lifestyle
precinct.

SCAN THE QR CODE TO CLAIM

The developer expects to complete
construction of both the marina and the
boatyard by the end of the year.
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YOUR FREE 2022 CALENDAR.
CODE: MARINA WORLD

bellingham-marine.com
+64 9-273 5311

DAMPED | SECURE I ECO-FRIENDLY
Mooring Solutions

HIGHLY DAMPED
MOORING FOR

LIGHT
AND

SUPERHEAVY
FLOATING STRUCTURES & PONTOONS

QUALITY MADE IN

DualDocker GmbH | www.dualdocker.com

STOCK ISLAND MARINA
KEY WEST, FLORIDA, USA

WORLD NEWS

Pula marina
opens for business

397 PROJECTS
BUILT IN THE
US IN 2021

CROATIA: Completion of the first phase of Marina Polesana in Pula, northern
Croatia, was marked with a grand opening event on 12th April.
Located in the former Katarina
Monumenti military zone, Marina
Polesana is one of the largest nautical
tourism projects on the Adriatic and
covers over 10ha (25 acres) of land and
water area.
Current facilities include a 262-berth
floating marina, delivered by Marinetek
Adriatic, and 42 dry berths. Guests
have access to toilets, a laundry room
and a specialist ship store. A modern
and elegant restaurant and exclusive
bar will open soon.

Construction of a hotel is planned
for the second phase, along with 900
additional dry berths and 150 wet
berths.
Marinetek Adriatic is particularly
proud of this project, and of the marina,
for its location in one of the most
beautiful places in the Adriatic. The
company supplied a mix of 31 Premier
pontoons and 28 Heavy Duty pontoons
to create 970m (3,180ft) of pontoons,
along with mooring systems, bollards
and additional equipment.

A SAMPLE OF THE PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ANACORTES MARINA
CHATFIELD MARINA
NEWPORT MARINA
OCEAN REEF CLUB
OCEANSIDE MARINA
PORTLAND YACHT CLUB
SAFE HARBOR VENTURA ISLE
STOCK ISLAND MARINA VILLAGE
THE WHARF MARINA
TOWN OF PALM BEACH MARINA

Resort plans in
Wallonia

BELGIUM: The City of Antoing is at planning/study phase for potential
redevelopment of the Péronnes Yacht Club Marina – Marina du Grand-Large –
to offer expanded facilities and better connection with the nearby nature and
sport resort.
It is envisaged that 1,270m²
(13,700ft²) of pontoon space will be
added at a curved pier and promenade,

along with a reception building to
house the yacht club and general
administration offices.
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La Valletta Loano Hammamet Stora Palau
Fiskardo Aqaba Dubai Port Gogek Khiran
Castellammare di Stabia Lefkas Tripoli
Venezia Spalato Maratona Salerno Piskera La
Maddalena Gouvia Muggia Maratea Gedda
Capo d’Orlando Tremezzo Doha Tivat Trani
Lixouri Procida Al Fintas Carrara Brissago
Genova Rodi Dammam Sistiana Locarno
Cagliari Atene Lacco Ameno Palermo
Manfredonia Novi Vinodolski Montecarlo
Viareggio Rab
Alassio Farasan
Budva Ravenna
Portorose Bari
Villasimius Taranto Biograd Cala di Volpe Trieste
Jesolo Savona Lisbona Portovenere Novigrad
Bisceglie Aiaccio La Spezia Portoferraio
Lustiça Montecarlo Santa Manza Riva del
Garda Castiglioncello Kastela Al Faw Portoﬁno
S. Margherita Ligure Volme Methoni Livorno
Haquel Napoli Marsaxlokk Jesolo Aci Trezza
Taranto Mgarr S. Teresa di Gallura Grado
Rovigno Chioggia Vibo Valenza Mitilene
Imperia Como Agios Kosmas Monfalcone

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it www.ingemar.it

Made in Italy

WORLD NEWS
CGI of new marina and ferry station at
Saadiyat, which will be completed by the
fourth quarter this year.
The facilities will offer a range of
services and capabilities, including wet
and dry berths, wider slipways capable
of simultaneous vessel launch and
retrieval, upgraded docking facilities
and a suite of new food and beverage
and retail spaces. The new projects
are expected to enhance the emirate’s
marine infrastructure and raise the
number of marina berths by 246.
Abu Dhabi has also announced plans
to reinforce the existing ferry service
with five additional new state-of-the-art
vessels.

Abu Dhabi breaks
ground on new marinas
UAE: In close collaboration with the Department of Muncipalities and
Transport, Abu Dhabi Maritime, operating under AD Ports Group, has
announced the ground-breaking of several new marina and ferry station
developments across the UAE’s capital.
Saadiyat Island and Al Aliah Island.
Scheduled for completion by
An additional marina and ferry station
the fourth quarter of this year, the
project will be developed at Jebel
development projects include a mix
Dhanna, with completion anticipated in
of marina facilities and ferry terminals
the third quarter of 2023.
that will be developed at Rabdan, Al

HE Falah Mohammed Al Ahbabi,
chairman of AD Ports Group,
commented: “In accordance with
the Abu Dhabi Plan Maritime, our
leadership is implementing an
ambitious vision and a unified strategic
direction to sustainably grow our
emirate’s commercial and recreational
offering, and position Abu Dhabi as a
leading global maritime capital.”
“We support the leadership’s vision
by investing in emerging technologies
and world-class infrastructure to
transform trade and redefine the
future of maritime trade and logistics
to connect Abu Dhabi to the world,” he
added.

Marinas to compete in Smart &
Sustainable Rendezvous 2022
MONACO: Marina and yacht club developers have been invited to take part in the awards for the second Monaco
Smart & Sustainable Rendezvous, which will be held 25th-26th September 2022.

The networking event is supported
by the Prince Albert II of Monaco
Foundation, the government’s digital
transition programme, Extended
Monaco, and Yacht Club de
Monaco through its La Belle Classe
certification.
Organised by M3 in partnership
with Blumorpho, the Rendezvous
brings together around 250 of the
most important players in the marina
and yachting sector and, once again,
works to discover innovative solutions
to promote environmentally sound
marinas.
For 2022, marina and yacht club

developers, and architects join the
selection process, which was set up
last year solely for start-ups. All are
invited to present projects aimed at
reducing environmental impact. The
International Smart & Sustainable
Marina Awards – in the three
categories of Start-ups, Marinas, and
Architects – will be awarded at the end
of the event.
Key dates to note are:

• 1st May-1st June – E-catalogue: this
will reference 50 start-ups and 50
marinas and architects worldwide,
selected from applications. The
registration deadline for participation

www.marinaworld.com – May/June 2022

is Wednesday 1st June.
• 15th June-15th July – Grand Oral:
one-to-one interviews between the
jury and the selected participants.
• 10th September – Consensus
Meeting: the jury will choose
winners in the three categories.
Monaco Smart & Sustainable
Marina Rendezvous is part of
the collective Monaco, Capital of
Advanced Yachting brand (see p.40),
the goal of which is to encourage
all projects that aim to improve
sustainability in the sector.
Details for participation:
www.sustainablesmartmarina.com
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WORLD NEWS

Upgrade complete
at Albert Pier
CHANNEL ISLANDS: The second and final stage of the berthing facilities
upgrade at Ports of Jersey’s Albert Pier in St Helier Harbour has been
completed by Walcon Marine.

Following the replacement in
2014/15 of piers 4 and 5, Walcon
returned in late 2021 to install new
piers 1, 2 and 3 at the entrance
to the harbour. This involved the
installation of a 3m (10ft) wide back
walkway, constructed using System
21 pontoons, and 13 piled fingers. Ten
of these, all 25m (82ft) in length, are
also System 21. The remaining three
(28m/92ft, 25m/82ft and 12m/39ft in
length respectively) have been built
using Walcon’s all-steel, commercialgrade Docking Solutions product and
fitted with grey, GRP mesh, non-slip
decking. A steel bridge gives dedicated
access via a security gate.
Walcon worked as a sub-contractor
to Geomarine, a local civil engineering
company. The work to install rock
sockets in the seabed and insert the
steel piles was undertaken by Fugro.
The Albert Pier project is an
important investment by Ports of
Jersey and is part of its commitment
to continue to invest in critical
infrastructure. The regeneration of the
pier will help ensure that the harbour
is able to meet the needs of the island
well into the future.

The aim of this part of the project was
to create up to 26 new berths with 24hour access for some of Jersey’s larger
vessels. This frees up space in other

marinas while also benefitting the local
maritime community, including marine
traders and sea charter operators as
well as boat owners.

Final phase at Corpach

The new pontoons are currently
being used as temporary berths during
the current refurbishment of nearby
St Helier Marina. This is due to be
completed by the end of this month
(May).

UK: Caol Regeneration Company (CRC), a not-for-profit community
organisation, has signed a £1 million contract with the Gael Force
Group to construct the third and final phase of its £3.5 million
Thomas Telford Corpach Marina (TTCM) project in Corpach, a village
north of Fort William in the Scottish Highlands.
when we thought this wonderful
facility wouldn’t come to fruition.
We were faced with huge funding
challenges, a complete redesign
of the facility buildings and, of
course, COVID. But we have
come through all of that with
really positive plans to contribute
something big to the local
community and to watersports in
the area.”
“The focus of the TTCM board
is now on making this a success,
a brilliant amenity that everyone
can be proud of and that provides
a truly excellent service to our
customers,” he added.

www.marinaworld.com – May/June 2022

Andy McKenna

Gael Force will deliver a 40berth marina with extra space for
small boats, supplying floating
breakwaters, pontoons and
an all-ability access walkway.
Construction work will be carried
out at the company’s Corpach
boatyard and assembled
components floated across to the
marina site.
This final phase follows on from
the earlier development of a car
park, public slipway and facilities
building, which were completed
during the last two years.
Andy McKenna, chair of TTCM,
said: “There were many occasions
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SPONSORED FEATURE: CAPRIA
Capria stacker cranes can rack bigger
boats at higher levels than most
forklifts.

All-round savings
Clean, green and money-saving,
Capria machinery enables the
operator to rack bigger boats at
higher levels than most forklifts,
meaning more boats can be stored
in a building without increasing its
footprint. This better use of space
is of serious financial benefit to
marina owners and is compounded
by the fact that, unlike forklifts that
rely on a level, paved surface, the
Capria system doesn’t require a
costly constructed floor.

SPONSORED FEATURE: CAPRIA

Semi-automation
boosts drystack profits
Weekends and beautiful weather mean one thing for drystack marina staff: the
non-stop movement of boats. With Capria semi-automated machinery, vessels
can go from rack to water in less than three minutes, a fraction of the time you
would expect, and with a reduced potential for accidents.
design, development and installation
Ideal for new construction or
of highly specialist drystack machinery
retrofitting into an existing drystack
but is rooted in a location that is big
building, the Capria solution comprises
on drystack. Its modern factory facility
top- and bottom-running cranes which
in Garin in the north of the province
work in tandem with either a front,
of Buenos Aires, Argentina, is on the
lateral or rotary launcher. The optimal
doorstep of a boating hub that relies
ratio is one crane and two launchers
heavily on rack-and-stack operations.
per 250-300 boats, moving up to
30 boats per hour. Highly
efficient and configurable,
a launcher model will
accommodate virtually any
waterfront scenario, including
extremely narrow channels.

The lower initial capital
expenditure is only part of the
financial lens. With reduced
insurance premiums, less system
and facility maintenance and fewer
personnel needed, overall marina
operating expenses decrease.
Once the greater number of boats that
can be stored is factored in, profitability
soars – and continues annually as
every Capria system will last for over 30
years.
There are also undeniable benefits
for the environment. Ahead of its time
in terms of sustainability, eco-friendly
Capria machinery is electric, odour-free
and virtually silent.

Safe and versatile

The top-running cranes utilise an
overhead gantry, and bottom-running
cranes run on rails set just outside the
racks. With both, the operator is at forklevel in an anti-fall cabin so there’s little
chance of bumping a boat or pulling it
off centre.
A major difference between most

Why Capria?
Capria offers reliability,
experience and friendly
customer service. A familyowned company that has
worked in the steel industry
for over 50 years, Capria
is not only rooted in the
Machinery is electric,
odour-free and virtually silent.
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SPONSORED FEATURE: CAPRIA

As primary waterfront property
becomes increasingly expensive and
scarce, savvy drystack owners are
looking to adjoining canals and other
narrow waterways for new business
locations. A lateral launcher option is
ideal for this scenario as it lowers the
boat into the water parallel to the shore.
With sufficient depth and a nearby
turning basin, the vessel can even be
longer than the width of the waterway.
Sites with steep embankments or
high seawalls are also drystack options
if a rotary launcher is employed – even
if there are extreme tidal fluctuations.
Rotary launchers are unique in being
able to move a boat up and over
obstructions in a large arcing motion. A
drystack building can thus be located
right at the water’s edge and overhang
the launcher, which means it can be
Crane and launcher options are available
to suit a wide variety of sites, including
those with steep embankments and extreme
tidal fluctuations.

See us on the Gold Coast!

By the end of the year, Capria fully electric stacker cranes and launchers
will be transporting no fewer than 8,000 boats to and from the water.
Director, Andrés Capria, confirms this remarkable achievement: “With the
installation of four additional stacker cranes and four launchers for the
latest projects, we are proud to reach a new record in moving boats this
way,” he says.
Andrés will be attending
the upcoming Marinas22
conference and exhibition on
the Australian Gold Coast,
along with colleagues Greg
Butchart and Alister Copley
from Butchart Marine Services.
Andrés Capria
Greg Butchart
Sydney-based Butchart
(mobile boat hoists, hydraulic trailers,
Marine Services offers high
boat transporters and cranes);
quality and innovative solutions for
Brownell Boat Stands; Capria electric
boat lifting, transportation and storage
drystack machinery; and Multi-Mover
at marina and yard facilities across
electric tugs.
Australia, New Zealand and Asia. It
represents quality, market-leading
Butchart works closely with each
international brands that are reliable,
individual client to provide the most
durable, compact and user-friendly,
practical and economic solution
and designed to help owner/operators
tailored to each specific environment.
increase revenue.
Come and talk to the team at
The brands include: Roodberg

bigger and/or make better use of limited
land space.
Vessels up to 32ft (10m) long and
weighing five tons are
loaded bow-first onto a
rotary launcher. Once
settled on the cradle, an
electric motor drives a very
large gear that moves the
vessel into the water.
When the area between
the storage shed and the
waterfront has to remain
open to traffic, the rotary
launcher can move boats
up and over a pedestrian
corridor. The launching
crane can also be located
on a second storey of the
structure, adding to its
ability to overcome the
limitations of a seemingly
unusable location.

Quality that
counts

Capria cranes are CEmarked and manufactured
to ISO 9001 standards.
They can be built to
accommodate vessels
up to 43ft (13m) in length
weighing ten tons, and
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Marinas22 on booth 3-4.
in-house engineers and technicians
always work to deliver the most
sustainable customised systems.
Nearly 7,500 drystack slips are
currently serviced by Capria precision
machinery, improving profits for
drystack owners and enhancing
customer service for boat owners.

www.domingocapria.com

CAPRIA online videos
CAPRIA Stacker
Machinery
The solution for
your boat dry
storage facility.

SPONSORED FEATURE: CAPRIA

forklift-based launching and a Capria
launcher is its negative lift. The
Capria solution is virtually unlimited
in its scope and can accommodate
extreme tidal fluctuations and steep
embankments. The launcher framework
slides over rails that can be configured
to match the site’s angle and reach
requirements.

Tifon Baigorria
Experience
- How does
CAPRIA Stacker
Machinery work?
Tifon Tigre
Project Status
Phase I CAPRIA
Machinery
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NEWS FOCUS

Brisbane yard expansion
wins Council approval
AUSTRALIA: Brisbane City Council has given approval for a $200 million expansion at Rivergate Marina & Shipyard. The
move will bring Brisbane a major step closer to becoming the premier superyacht destination in the Asia Pacific region
and will give the country a strategic location for the refit and maintenance of military and commercial vessels.
current necessity for some vessel
classes to be serviced elsewhere in
Australia, such as Perth or Adelaide,
due to a lack of lifting capacity.”
The multi award-winning Rivergate
Marina and Shipyard was established
in 2006 and is now recognised as one
of the top three superyacht shipyards
in the world. It is widely respected for
its skilled trades, safe environment and
warm hospitality.

The proposed expansion of the
internationally acclaimed maritime
precinct is forecast to dramatically
increase superyacht visits to Australia
and provide new capability to service
Australian Defence Force and
Australian Border Force vessels. It is
seen as a catalyst for an economic and
employment bonanza for Queensland’s
marine and tourism industries.

which he said recognised the project’s
potential to support a range of
industries within Queensland and
bolster Australia’s sovereign capability
amid increasing global security
tensions.

Key elements of the expansion
include a $35 million state-of-theart shiplift, capable of lifting vessels
weighing up to 3,000 tonnes and of
90m (295ft) in length, new hardstand
space, sheds, and berthing to service
multiple large vessels at the same time.

He believes the project represents
a step change for the maritime
industry that would make it possible
for an estimated 60 additional
superyachts to visit Australian
waters each year. Especially
as Brisbane is already an ideal
location for servicing and repairing
superyachts.

Rivergate will also become a Trade
Centre for Excellence with plans for a
new five-storey purpose-built facility
featuring training rooms, offices, a café,
world-class crew accommodation and
crew recreation facilities (right).
Upon completion, the expansion
would generate an estimated 2,000
new jobs for marine and tourism
sectors, inject close to $1 billion into the
Queensland economy each year, and
ensure the region’s maritime industry is
ready for the 2032 Olympic Games.
Rivergate director, Tom Hill,
welcomed the development approval,

Rivergate is also a customs
clearance marina and offers deep
water access on all tides, near-perfect
weather for year-round operations, and
easy access to capital city services,
including the 24-hour Brisbane
International Airport only ten minutes
away.

“This approval means our expansion
is now shovel ready and just waiting on
government funding support to get
under way,” he says.

“This expansion would provide
owners and captains of large
recreational vessels with the
assurance that world-class
facilities are available for
both routine and unplanned
maintenance works while they
are cruising in our region,”
he notes. “It will also fill a
much-needed gap in Defence
and commercial vessel
maintenance on Australia’s
east coast, eliminating the
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS
Left: The Palermo waterfront, complete
with marina and cruise terminal. Below:
CGI of the waterfront at Civitanova
Marche.
of new ones. This mega project is
proceeding very slowly and consists
of a set of demanding steps, which if
accelerated would solve long discussed
critical issues and restore much of the
city’s splendour.
The best initiatives involve public
administrations, climate and economy
experts, builders, architects and urban
planners, synergistically engaged in the
planning and the potentials.

Land and sea: the
race to re-connect

Transformational projects that create new links between cities and their
waterfronts are top of the agenda in Italy. The aim is to increase tourism and
generate opportunities for direct and indirect economic growth. Donatella
Zucca reports
undertaken. The latter almost always
Thanks to the wise use of national
includes enhanced marina services and
and EU investment funds, Italy is on a
extra nautical facilities. Where creation
race to renew its relationship with the
of a tourist hub is the aim, great
sea. The first fundamental steps are
attention is paid to the environment and
being taken, for the most part by port
to architecture so as to cover cruise
authorities and municipal management,
offerings, tourist ports and large yacht
in a process supported by the Draghi
mooring.
Government with an €83 billion plan
to unlock 57 large public infrastructure
In Venice, for example, the movement
works that, although financed and
of freight, cruise vessels and large
approved, still await implementation.
yachts is being revised via the optimal
Masterplans and projects, in progress
or under construction, actually
appear to be multiplying. Some
benefit from modern marinas,
some enhance older facilities and
others include brand new yachting
infrastructure. Key factors include
the need to balance relationships
between nature and urban centres,
nautical and urban architecture,
and preservation and enhancement
of historical areas, local culture
and specific natural features. The
rebirth of land and sea increasingly
integrates the tourist port with its
surroundings.

use of old waterways and the creation

“The availability of funds from the
National Recovery and Resilience
Plan has generated an exponential
growth of urban redevelopment projects
presented to the government by many
cities – in particular from those I like
to call ‘maritime cities’, many of which
have centuries-old history,” explains
Captain Angelo Zerilli. Zerilli headed
up the national tourist port sector at the
Directorate General of State Property
and Ports of the Infrastructure and
Transport Ministry for 30 years and
is now vice president of Blue Pool
Advisors and a member of Marina
Development Network (MDN).
“About 650 municipalities will be able
to count on an economic opportunity
from a €4.9 billion fund to plan for the
future and help offset the negative
effects of the pandemic,” he says. As
Barcelona in Spain demonstrated in
1990, revitalising the city waterfront
gives an opportunity to re-evaluate
history and maritime traditions. The
same could play out for places like
Amalfi, Portofino, Tropea, Gallipoli
and the more famous cities of Venice,

In some cases, focus is on areas
closest to the sea and in others
more general modernisation of
existing seafront areas is being
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS
The Waterfront di Levante in Genoa
project, as designed by RPBW-Renzo Plano
Building Workshop Architects and partner
OBR Oper Building Research.
now partly complete and will benefit the
quality and hospitality of Marina Fiera
Genova and the International Boat
Show. The area previously occupied by
exhibition halls has now been radically
transformed and surrounded by a
canal harbour (created by dredging the
seabed) that is served by three bridges.

Genoa, Naples, Bari, Taranto, Palermo,
Syracuse etc.
“The downside of the ambitious
programme could well be red tape
but, given the recent regulations on
speeding up administrative procedures,
this should not happen,” Zerilli notes.
“The Italian Government has provided
for the direct takeover of central
government bodies should local
administrations delay the procedures
related to the approval process.”
The most significant improvements
should be made in southern Italy. “In
the ports of the south, traditionally
intended for fishing or small coastal
boats, maximum attention should be
paid to the breakwaters, adapting them
to the increased violence of weather
and sea phenomena. Then attention
should be paid to adapting the mooring
to suit the demand for vessels over 24m
(79ft) by undertaking possible dredging
and pontoon extensions – that still
respect the spaces for fishing boats,”
he says.
“Depending on the type of boats in
the marina, the creation of shipbuilding
areas for refitting, as well as for nautical
clubs, shopping centres and fish
markets are important, as is training for
port staff and the connection with the
city through parking, pedestrian and
bicycle areas. I believe that the cities
would benefit immediately and then
a worldwide promotion of the tourist,
cultural and environmental riches of the
territories would win through.”
Zerilli was editor of the DPR 509

-1997 on the creation of national tourist
ports and thus a chief promoter of most
Italian marinas. Last year, 15 projects
emerged that can be traced directly
back to the waterfront developments
and, today, there are even more.
Key examples include the
redevelopment of the Venice lagoon
and the interior canals, together
with three important interventions
in Marghera and a re-launch of the
Lido. In the Marche region, we have
the Civitanova Marche project, and
in Liguria the study for the Chiavari
waterfront, Marina di Ventimiglia behind
the tourist port, and the reconstruction
of Rapallo International Tourist Port.
Porto di Sanremo is another example
and in Tuscany, the Marble of Massa
Carrara, Livorno Porta a Mare project
and the areas around the Marina di
Pisa. Further south, the harbour front of
Naples and in Calabria, the waterfront
and marina of Lamezia Terme and the
Regium Waterfront of Reggio Calabria,
with its Museo del Mare designed by
Zaha Hadid Architects. In Puglia, the
Waterfront San Girolamo in Bari and
Mar Grande of Taranto, and in Sicily
the 4km (2.5mi) of Catania Guarda il
Mare. Plus others in design or proposal
phase, not counting those on rivers and
lakes.

Focus on Genoa and Palermo
After a lengthy planning process that
saw several changes, the Levante
waterfront in Genoa is now taking
shape. Developed by RPBW and OBR,
headed by architect Renzo Piano, it is
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For the City, this is perhaps the most
important urban regeneration project
in decades and is in step with forward
thinking environmental measures.
Developed with a Nearly Zero Energy
building approach, it favours local
renewable materials. Buildings make
the most of natural light and ventilation
and energy is derived from heat pumps,
photovoltaic and solar-thermal systems.
Energy recovery, low temperature plant
systems, smart metering solutions and
advanced controls are in the mix.
The €240 million site investment
includes an urban park and a new dock,
and connected public works feature
a panoramic lift to the city, a mobile
pedestrian bridge over the main canal
and multiple additional pathways.
In Palermo, the focus of a €155.5
million waterfront project is primarily
the re-launch of shipbuilding in the port
and development of a cruise terminal.
But Pasqualino Monti, president of the
Port System Authority of the Western
Sicilian Sea and commissioner of the
Palermo Waterfront Project, confirms
there is also a plan for a 12-berth
marina for megayachts up to 100m
(330ft). The contract for this was issued
a year ago but a further €6 million
will be spent on building the marina
accommodation and tourist facilities.
“This will be offered as a concession
and we will go out to tender for
management,” Monti confirms. He
considers that “the offering will convince
crews ahead of owners to stop in
this beautiful town even if initially we
only have transits.” Dedicated crew
space and close proximity to the
shipyard will be major attractions in
a “sort of Barceloneta”. “We have all
the credentials to succeed even if we
find it hard in Italy to envisage how
such opportunities can be created.
Sicily offers an excellent mix of beauty,
culture, history and products so the
nautical tourism response could be
extraordinary.”
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS
Above & below: The West Harbor project,
planned as a world class destination, is due
to break ground this summer. Proposals
include a 6,200-seat amphitheatre,
waterside attractions and dining, and
vessel operations. Images: Studio III/West
Harbor.

LA Waterfront:
setting the stage for
West Harbor

The Port of Los Angeles, one of the busiest ports in the world, has long been
focusing on rejuvenating the nearby LA Waterfront in San Pedro, California to
become a vibrant destination for locals and visitors. Completion of phase one
of the Town Square and Promenade in October last year represented a key
milestone.
“The revitalisation of the LA
Waterfront will not only improve the
quality of life for residents but attract
visitors from around the world,” said
Los Angeles mayor, Eric Garcetti,
at the official dedication ceremony.
“Through this $36 million investment,
we are helping to create new jobs and
businesses while cementing our status
as a global destination.”
Los Angeles county supervisor,
Janice Hahn, added: “Our downtown
area and our waterfront have never had
a seamless connection and that’s been
a problem for our businesses and our
ability to attract tourism. The new Town
Square and Promenade are not just
going to be a great place for community
events, they are finally going to provide
the connection between downtown San
Pedro and the waterfront that we have
wanted for so long.”

Town Square project also emphasises
the strong public-private partnership
between West Harbor and the Port of
Los Angeles.
The conceptual design was
developed by West Harbor’s worldrenowned landscape architects James
Corner Field Operations, designers
of iconic open spaces in major
metropolitan settings, including the
High Line in New York. Port engineers

took the design concepts and delivered
a project that meets the shared
vision of extending the LA Waterfront
promenade along the new West
Harbor development. When complete,
with the addition of phase two of the
promenade, the expansive waterfront
open space feature will stretch almost
a mile along the port’s main shipping
channel.

Attention to detail
Opening up spectacular views of the
Vincent Thomas Bridge, 24/7 vessel
traffic and the theatre of working
water, the 30ft/9m-wide Promenade
runs parallel to the “Main Channel
of America’s Port”. Features of the
sweeping promenade were envisioned
over 20 years ago and include: custombuilt wooden benches; lamp posts with
the waterfront’s signature angel wing
fixtures; drinking fountains; droughttolerant plants lining the stretch of the
concrete and granite paver walkway;
over 30 trees; and the same timber and
cable safety railing that runs throughout
the completed areas of the waterfront.
Adjacent to the Downtown Harbor
public docks and directly in front of the
Los Angeles Maritime Museum, the
Town Square includes a turning circle,
car park, Main Channel overlook and
ramps connecting the site at 7th Street. It
is dotted with more than two dozen trees
and has a giant swing, art deco bollard
lights, a granite stone seat wall, utility
infrastructure and public restrooms. A
new floating dock, designed and built

The port-funded infrastructure project
sets the stage for construction of the
long-anticipated West Harbor retail,
dining and entertainment development,
a pivotal centrepiece in the overall LW
Waterfront plan. The Promenade and
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS
A 600ft/183m-long floating dock, built by
Bellingham Marine, gives boaters first-time
access to the waterfront in the Promenade
and Town Square project, along with access
to West Harbor when it opens in 2023.
by Bellingham Marine, connects the
waterside of the project. After breaking
ground in January 2020, Bellingham
acted as an on-site consultant during the
dock installation.
The dock, built between the maritime
museum to the north and the cruise
terminal to the south, gives recreational
boaters first-time access to the
waterfront. Measuring 600ft (183m)
long and 15ft (4.5m) wide, the dock
gives ample space for visiting boaters
to enjoy the waterfront and access the
West Harbor development once it is
completed and open in 2023.
The floating dock consists of three
200ft (61m) match-cast float sections,
which are highly durable and designed
for heavy wave environments such as
the LA channel, which is frequently
busy with cargo and cruise ships. The
match-cast structure, which eliminates
gaps between floats, is post-tensioned,
allowing each dock section to act as
one solid unit and thus provide added
stability. The heavy-duty construction
of the dock offers mooring for a variety
of boats and, in addition to recreational
cleats, large steel mooring bollards are
fitted for large vessels.
Funding for the project was
provided through the port’s Public
Access Investment Plan, which ties
community infrastructure investments
to a percentage of the port’s operating
revenue. Since 2005, the port has
invested more than $700 million
in waterfront capital development,
programming and maintenance, with an
additional $300 million in port funding
anticipated to be invested by 2025
under the plan.

Progressing West Harbor
In April 2022, the Port of Los Angeles
released an Initial Study/Notice of
Preparation (IS/NOP) – the first step in
the environmental review process – for
the West Harbor Modification Project.
Investment in the project also took
a major stride forward when private
firm Osprey Investors contributed $35
million in equity financing towards the
$150 million cost. The project has now
raised a total of $65 million in outside
equity, putting it in a strong position to
secure favourable debt financing.
West Harbor is planned as a world

class destination. In its first phase of
construction, it will include renowned
chef-driven restaurants, a market hall,
artisan craft beers, live entertainment
and events, as well as other special
land and water based entertainment
attractions to be announced when the
project breaks ground this summer.
A 6,200-seat amphitheatre, designed
by Tucker Sadler Architects, is also
proposed and is currently undergoing
environmental review in accordance
with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA). The amphitheatre
is being developed in partnership
with the family-owned Nederlander
Organization, founded in 1912.
Nederlander is one of the largest and
most respected operators of live theatre
and music venues in the USA.
West Harbor is a collaboration
between The Ratkovich Company and
Jerico Development, local developers
with a long history of significant projects
throughout the Los Angeles region.
With this new influx of equity and
A-list tenants, waterside attractions
and vessel operations partner Harbor
Breeze Cruises, West Harbor is set to
be a class apart as a new, ground-up
development in the LA and Southern
California markets.
“This significant investment from
Osprey Investors is another example
of the strong interest from institutional
partners in West Harbor,” said Wayne
Ratkovich, founder The Ratkovich
Company. “West Harbor is one of the
most unique projects I have been
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involved with, and it is truly the future
of waterfront destination dining and
entertainment in Southern California.
This new equity investment is a major
vote of confidence in our vision for West
Harbor.”
West Harbor will have an airy
California ‘industrial chic boathouse’ feel
benefiting its location at the intersection
of open space, a working port and a
true community hub. Initial tenants
include the first-ever satellite location
of Hollywood icon Yamashiro, as well
as Mike Hess Brewing, light and art
museum Hopscotch, Poppy + Rose,
Sugar Factory, Jay Bird’s Chicken, King
& Queen Cantina, Pitfire Pizza, The
Win-Dow and Olala Crepes providing
a true, full spectrum of dining and
entertainment options. As consumer
habits have shifted to value open space
and outdoor dining due to the pandemic,
West Harbor’s indoor-outdoor design
has served as a significant value-add
amenity for restaurants, stores and other
attractions soon to call it home.
“West Harbor’s $65 million in equity
raised is a milestone for our waterfront
– and our entire community,” said Elise
Swanson, president of the San Pedro
Chamber of Commerce. “This level of
investment in San Pedro will not only
make West Harbor a true world-class
dining and entertainment destination,
but will boost our current businesses by
bringing more visitors to our waterfront.
Forgive the pun, but a rising tide lifts
all boats, and that is what is happening
here in San Pedro.”
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Trio to develop resort on

Al Marjan Island

Marjan, RAK Hospitality Holding and Wynn Resorts, the US-listed international
developer of luxury resorts, have announced a multi-billion-dollar integrated
resort development on the man-made Al Marjan Island in Ras Al Khaimah,
UAE.
shopping mall, meeting and convention
The spectacular Al Marjan Island,
facility, exclusive spa, more than ten
already a leading tourism destination,
restaurants and lounges, a wide array
is only 15 minutes from the Ras Al
of entertainment choices, a gaming
Khaimah International Aiport and
area and other amenities.
45 minutes from Dubai International
Airport. Comprising four islands, it
The integrated resort will be
has over 7.8km (4.8mi) of sparkling
developed with significant foreign
beaches and 23km (14mi) of waterfront
direct investment by Wynn Resorts.
in addition to world-class hotels and
As the largest project of its kind in the
residential developments.
emirate’s growing hospitality sector,
Al Marjan Island spans an area of
270ha (667 acres) of reclaimed land
extending into the Arabian Gulf. The
new integrated resort on one of the
exclusive islands, which covers an area
of almost 25ha (62 acres) will offer a
pristine setting with spectacular views
of the Gulf as well as sandy beaches
and a marina. The development is the
first beach resort being developed by
Wynn Resorts globally.
The current scope includes a hotel
with over 1,000 rooms, a high-end
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it will create substantial value to the
local economy by accelerating tourism,
creating jobs and energising the growth
of related sectors. Set to be completed
by 2026, the entire project will be
developed to the highest standards of
sustainability.
Abdulla Al Abdooli, CEO of Marjan,
believes the new integrated resort
highlights the fast-growing recognition
of Ras Al Khaimah as a leading
investment destination for high-quality
hospitality projects. “The integrated

development…will add to the emirate’s
destination strategy to attract tourists
from across the world,” he said.
“We are partnering with Wynn
Resorts, one of the world’s most
renowned integrated resort companies,
which has a strong track record
of developing luxury destinations
with exceptional accommodation,
dining, entertainment concepts and
gaming facilities. By leveraging Wynn
Resorts’ expertise in developing
luxury hospitality destinations, the new
development will raise the benchmark
in luxury hospitality in the region. It
will also create exceptional value to
the Ras Al Khaimah economy and
boost the leisure, business and MICE
[Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and
Exhibitions] tourism sectors,” he said.
Craig Billings, newly appointed
CEO of Wynn Resorts, commented:
“Al Marjan Island is a pristine setting
and an ideal greenfield location for
us to create the one-of-a-kind guest
experiences for which Wynn Resorts
is renowned. The region offers
tremendous potential for the hospitality
and tourism industry and we are excited
about the prospect of developing an
integrated resort in Ras Al Khaimah.”
The new resort is in the initial stages
of design and development and will
be applying for an integrated resort
licence from Ras Al Khaimah Tourism
Development Authority.
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Shepperton Marina

Since 1963 Walcon has proven itself
to be a worldwide leader in the design,
construction and installation of marinas
and berthing facilities, with renowned
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MARINA UPDATE
St Michaels is a popular boutique marina
on Chesapeake Bay in Maryland, USA.
Q: Were there any particular challenges
with the fuel project?
A: There was a considerable amount
of red tape involved. The two ageing,
10,000-gallon fuel tanks were installed
in 1986 and served five pumps at the
marina – three diesel and two gas
[petrol]. After 30 years it’s very hard to
get insurance on them, so we realised
we needed to upgrade them. We also
wanted to move them to higher ground,
as the area around the marina suffers
from excessively high tides.

Future proofing
St Michaels Marina
Almost a decade ago, Michael Morgan introduced Marina World to St Michaels
Marina – a 52-berth boutique gem he owned and managed in Maryland’s
Chesapeake Bay. The marina has since seen many changes, including battles
against flooding, a fuel system overhaul and a recent property sale to a Miamibased marina investment group.
Q: How has the marina changed over
the years?
A: I’d like to highlight two main changes.
In 2017, we completely repurposed our
dock house from a standard marine
store to an overwhelmingly popular,
high-end apparel/accessories
shop called ‘The Exclusive Shop’.
It carries many first-class resortwear lines including Peter Millar,
Lululemon and KJUS. I’m very proud
of the store and our customers
really love it. Of course, we still carry
necessity boating items, such as fuel
additives, head cleaner, hoses, etc,
which can be found in our ‘Marine
Locker’ attached to the dock house.
Then, in 2020, we put in a
completely new fuel system including
electric and high-speed dispensers,
tanks and pumps. We had to do this
because our old tanks had “aged
out” and become uninsurable. We
chose to shoulder the expense of the
renovation – the tanks alone costing
around $25,000 each – not only to
Flooding has been a problem, and
addressing sea level rise is an important
challenge.
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protect our own revenue stream from
the fuel business, but also because
we’re the only source of fuel in the
harbour and other businesses would
have suffered had we not gone ahead.

We chose jacketed, double-walled,
steel interior and fibreglass exterior
Titans from the company Highland
Tanks. They have the same fuel
capacity and serve the same five
pumps.
The work required lots of planning
and many permits but, in the end, the
town was very cooperative because
they did not want to become a town
without fuel. Without this, the local
tourist industry would have seen a
drastic – if not permanent – reduction in
customer traffic.
Q: What are your short- and long-term
plans?
A: Our primary short-term concern in
the immediate future is the amount of
new competition ramping up locally
and regionally. Most of our competitors
on the Chesapeake Bay are planning
expansions and devising aggressive
new marketing strategies to which
we must respond if we’re to keep
pace and preserve our current lofty
position in the market.
But the real concern that needs to
be addressed in both the short- and
long-term is the impact of sea level
rise on our business. I truly believe
that the most important problem that
we and, by extension, all private
marina owners and harbour-based
businesses around the world must
prepare for are the consequences
of sea level rise. It seems inevitable
that our docks will be underwater in
the future.
As I see it, there are only two
viable options for dealing with it at
St Michaels Marina. We can either
install floating docks to keep dock
space above water or undertake
a massive construction project to
raise our docks sufficiently to stay
ahead of sea level rise. Both of these
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MARINA UPDATE
The Exclusive Shop, a new high-end store
created from a former dock house, is
overwhelmingly popular.
options are very expensive and may be
too much for us to absorb on our own.
We will most likely need help of some
kind. Even moving our fuel pumps was
a long-term investment – they’re now so
significantly higher that it won’t matter
in another 50 or 100 years!
Q: Are there any funding options
available?
A: It seems that grant money is only
available to governments, schools,
institutions and even to homeowners.
However, there do not seem to be funds
available to help private businesses
cope with sea level rise. We need one
of two things to happen if we – and our
town’s tourist industry – are to survive
and continue to thrive. First, we need
to secure grants to defray the costs
of construction and/or we need to
expand our slips. By so doing, we can
accommodate more boats, increase
our revenue and help offset our
construction costs. Expanding our slips
would be ideal as it would also enable
us to recoup the investment we made
on the fuel tanks.
Q: Have you seen any changes in the
make-up of the boats that visit you –
more superyachts, more power boats?
A: I’ve noticed our visiting boats seem
to have bigger beams, although I’m
not sure why that is. I think it reflects a
general trend in the boat manufacturing
industry. Also, although we do still
welcome many sailboats, since COVID
we have seen an explosion of new, firstBelow & right: Installing new fuel tanks
was a costly but essential investment.

time boat owners who typically tend
to buy powerboats. We still see about
as many superyachts now as we have
seen for years.
Q: Have you observed customer needs
and expectations changing?
A: From what I’ve seen, customers
are demanding that marinas provide
more first-class service and amenities
like boat washing and detailing. In my
experience, it’s rare to see boat owners
washing and waxing their own boat
like they used to. Other amenities that
they expect and that we deliver are
mail receiving and delivery services,
courtesy bikes and vehicles, and many
more. Customers want to be ‘wowed’
and they expect to have the same
experience they’d find at a top-rated
luxury resort. We do everything we can
to give that to them.
For example, we offer cold lavender
towels, a sunglass cleaning service and
complimentary water at our pool, and
we give them memento photos along
with handwritten thank you notes and
‘special occasion gifts’ personalised to
the interests of each specific boater.
The key here is to be observant and
really study your customers — then
over-deliver on the experience they
are hoping for. I believe that cultivating
and maintaining goodwill with our
customers, working with each of them
personally, should be the number one
focus of any marina owner if they wish
to succeed over the long haul.

doing ‘just okay’. Our saving grace was
that personal boating was a natural and
logical option for people suffering from
“cabin fever” in a pandemic. Boating
lends itself to social distancing from
other boaters, and you are essentially
spending your time outside! It seems
that the more restless people became
the more visiting boats we had.
Q: Finally, can you tell us about the
recent sale of the property?
A: My father was the original owner
of the property since 1982 and
subsequently sold it to local group
ShoreGate Partners in 2019. After
they invested considerable capital
expenditure on improvements, they in
turn sold it to a Miami-based marina
investment company in 2021. They’re
now the new property owner/landlord,
but I still own and operate the marina
business. I’m very happy to have them
as partners.

Q: How did the business fare during
COVID?
A: We did as well as could be expected.
After struggling initially, we ended up
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS & INITIATIVES
Left & below: EcoPile piling has been
installed at Jax Beach Marina in Florida
as part of Windward Marina Group’s
determination to create sustainable
waterfront experiences.
the contractor, Austin Porter, EcoPile’s
vice president of sales and marketing,
explains. However, this depends on
multiple variables – the number of poles
needed per project, the size of the job,
whether or not lifts are available, if the
marina is floating or fixed.

Composite piling for
eco-sense and long life
The Windward Marina Group (WMG) has chosen Shoreline Plastics’ composite
piling – the EcoPile – to replace older wooden and concrete pilings across its
portfolio of soon-to-be 14 marinas in Florida. The work, which began in 2018,
has so far seen 300 EcoPiles installed across the state, including the complete
revamp of two marinas, with another two lined up.
WMG is a waterfront specialist
providing marine services that run
the gamut from complete marina
management and boat storage to food
and beverage sales. Its facilities include
the 250-berth Jax Beach Marina and
a peppering of niche marinas located
up and down the eastern seaboard. Its
team of 25 experts at the St Augustine
Marine Center offer boat services
including full refit of yachts up to 100ft
(30m), along with a full-service prop
shop, outboard engine facility and a
painting operation.
The collaboration between WMC and
Shoreline Plastics stems from their
shared enthusiasm for environmentally
friendly solutions that stand the test of
time – and the EcoPile, which comes
with a 25-year warranty and stands up
to hurricane-force winds, is proving the
perfect fit.
“WMG entered the market in
northeast Florida in 2018 with the
intent to create a lifestyle of sustainable
waterfront experiences while providing
best-in-class service,” says Christopher
Simon, WMG’s vice president of
marina operations and portfolio asset

management. After its third acquisition,
the Group began to focus on
developing its marinas to improve the
overall experience for customers, while
using the most sustainable materials
it could find to minimise its carbon
footprint.
The time it takes to install the EcoPile
(see Marina World, January/February
2021, p. 47) is around the same amount
of time as using timber, but the poles
are much lighter and easier to handle for
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Selecting the EcoPile over more
traditional systems may have only a
marginal effect on the overall price of
the project, but it will offer a lifespan of
over 50 years, making it a cost-saving,
long-term investment, Porter says. “We
like to say building with the EcoPile
allows your marina to appreciate with
the value of the land over time, instead
of putting a depreciating asset out over
the water.”
The EcoPile is constructed using a
large amount of recycled compounds
and, at the end of its life cycle, it can be
recycled once again. “Marine treated
lumber leaches millions of pounds of
toxic treatment out into the waterways
every year, while the EcoPile is
completely inert, having no adverse
effect on the environment,” Porter
says. “On top of being the best choice
environmentally, the EcoPile stands
above as the best long-term value, as it
will outlast any other piling option with
little to no maintenance.”
The EcoPile is engineered to meet
the rigorous construction needs of
walkways, boat lifts and boathouses.
It is 100% free from any leaching
pollutants, entirely recyclable and
completely impervious to wood boring
organisms.
www.shorelineplastics.com
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Left & below: The wash-down system at
Chichester Marina is being replicated at
Noss-on-Dart.
copper and zinc with concentrations
below 2mg/l and suspended solids
of less than 100mg/l and can be
reused for pressure washing. This
is a considerable reduction from the
incoming wash water, which can
have copper and zinc levels above
2,000mg/l and solids contents of over
20,000mg/l. The system is designed
to accommodate an average of ten
boats a day with an annual pump-out of
solids.”

Sustainable solutions
support yard services
Noss on Dart Marina, a Premier Marinas facility in Devon, UK reached a
number of milestones in its £75 million redevelopment process in 2021. In
January this year, one of its most significant green infrastructure components
– a boat wash-down water recycling system – was installed as part of the new
boatyard facilities.
The system, which is a substantial
investment for the company, operates
on a closed loop, meaning all debris
and water run-off is collected, filtered
through a three-stage filtration system
and recycled when a boat is lifted out
for a high-pressure wash. The water
is then stored in a holding tank ready
to be recycled and used again for the
next wash down. This ensures that no
chemicals end up in the River Dart.
It was designed and
manufactured in the UK by
FiltaBund and is based on
12 years of research and
development.

flakes through bag filtration, followed
by coagulation and settlement of freefloating particles. pH is then adjusted
to precipitate soluble copper and zinc
and the resulting cleansed water is
passed through an activated carbon
bed to remove trace elements. Water
is also dosed with hydrogen peroxide
and treated with UV light to kill residual
bacteria.”

Premier has also commissioned
FiltaBund to retrofit the wash down
system at Chichester Marina. This
system is already in operation and
Premier has a long-term plan to install
the new equipment at any of its ten
marina and boatyard sites where waste
water is not routed into the main sewer
system.
In keeping with Premier’s
commitment to investing in
environmentally friendly equipment and
materials, it turned to Dura Composites
for GRP components for the washdown and new travel hoist platforms.
Dura worked with Premier’s
engineering company to produce a
composite floor structure around the
hoist, supported by large 305mm (12in)
GRP Dura Profile beams of 6-10m
(20-33ft) in length. The team chose
the GRP material over steel due to its
strength to weight ratio and superior
performance in corrosive salt water
environments.
Dura Profiles exceed the higher
performance E23 grade requirement
of the BS EN 13706 standard and
Dura carried out a full Finite Element

“The treated water contains

FiltaBund director,
Nathan Hewitt, gave more
details: “Our system is
able to deal with copper,
zinc, marine debris, silt
and various proprietary
additives contained in
the paint. The process
starts by removing large
marine debris and paint
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Dura Composites moulded and pultruded high-performance GRP panels are central to the efficient operation of the wash-down and hoist area
at Noss-on-Dart.
company on this project. It enabled us
Analysis (FEA) and CAD service to
mesh section utilises 55mm d² Dura
to develop an innovative design that
enable the fabrication and supply of
Grating Mini Mesh in dark grey, which
meets our exacting needs and will
materials to Teignmouth Maritime
facilitates drainage whilst maintaining
deliver real value for our customers.
Services ready for installation. The
strength and unrivalled anti-slip
The boat hoist is now in use and we are
lightweight nature of the GRP profiles
properties. The solid surface sections
delighted with the effectiveness of the
versus steel meant that installation was
were created using patented d² Dura
GRP flooring supplied by Dura, in terms
much quicker and more efficient.
Platform 40, which are crankable to
of slip resistance, aiding drainage and
Also central to the efficient operation
create an in-built fall to aid water run-off.
promoting water run-off to the correct
of the wash-down and hoist are d² Dura
Premier Marinas operations
areas. The solid surfaces of the Dura
Grating and Dura Platform 40 flooring
manager, John Cervenka, comments:
Platform also ensure all silt deposits are
made from moulded and pultruded
“We were pleased with the CAD
captured ready for disposal, mitigating
high-performance GRP panels which
support and FEA provided by Dura
any risk to the water table.”
are unique in design to Dura. The open
Composites to our engineering
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Closing the loop on waste
Award-winning Gold Coast City Marina & Shipyard (GCCM) in partnership with
the Centre for a Waste Free World at the Queensland University of Technology
(QUT) established the Closing the Loop project in July last year. It will ultimately
lead to the establishment of a circular economy at the Australian yard.
“GCCM have always led the way
in sustainable shipyard initiatives like
solar and water harvesting. We also
partnered with the Seabin Project
meaning we have one of the first
Seabins in our marina,” explains Luke
McCaul, general manager customer
experience and property management.
“We are very proud of our current
accreditations through marine industry
associations.”
These accreditations include Level 3

Clean Marina, Fish Friendly Marina and
the globally recognised 5 Gold Anchor
accreditation, in which environmental
practices account for almost 15% of the
total score.
There will always be more to do when
it comes to environmental conservation
and, being in such proximity to
waterways, GCCM understands the
importance of reducing its waste and,
as a result, its environmental impact.
The first three months of the project
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Left: Workshop discussion forums
are excellent ways to debate waste
management. Below: Sorting items for
recycling as much as possible ensures that
waste can be relocated and repurposed.
were spent deliberating, researching
and appraising waste streams onsite.
The first workshop was held in August
and saw key stakeholders within the
shipyard, environmental industry
leaders, representatives from local and
state government and QUT researchers
all gathering to discuss the issues with
current waste streams in hopes of
finding a solution.
“It takes like minds and it’s really
great to see the participation of all
the local businesses here that are
starting to truly understand that what
they refer to as waste is valuable
and the resources are probably just
in the wrong location right now,” said
Rod Packer, manager strategy and
innovation in water and waste for City
of Gold Coast. “Education is going to
be key to getting the fundamental and
structural change in the thinking in this
organisation with regards to what can
happen.”
With the data and information
gathered at the workshop, QUT then
established a report based on the
materials discussed and developed
several different options to address
each challenge, And, with over 90
on-site businesses,
GCCM has plenty
of challenges.
The second,
and arguably the
most important
phase of the
project, focused on
implementation and
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GCCM has led the way in sustainable
initiatives, such as solar power.
promotion. With the support of the
City, GCCM established a presence
on an Australia-based platform called
ASPIRE (Advisory System for Process
Innovation and Resource Exchange)
where it started to trade and sell
materials. The platform allows users
to connect with others who may have
‘waste’ that might be useful to someone
in one form or another. Materials that
may have normally incurred cost to
remove from site now potentially have
economic and environmental rewards –
‘one person’s trash is another person’s
treasure’ is an alternative to sending
some materials to landfill.
A good example of the concept in
practice was the break up of an endof-life 15-tonne vessel sent to GCCM
for disposal. Typically, this meant
that much of the vessel would end
in general waste but, based on the
project’s findings, proper steps were
put into place during the works. On-site
business Sweep Marine Services broke
up the vessel and diverted roughly 50%
of the materials from general waste
into timber recycling, scrap metal and

e-waste receptacles. With the help
of ASPIRE, the marina was able to
quantify this further into an embodied
carbon emission saving of 66.2 tonnes.
According to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), this is equal
to 32.8ha (81.1 acres) of forest.
Another workshop with the same key
shipyard stakeholders, which focused
on the education and implementation
process of these activities, was

BPC1993 Inland & Coastal 182x132 ad OLAW.indd 1
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designed to drive a cultural shift in the
industry.
“A lot of new owners are asking about
recycled material. How do we make the
boat greener? How do we stop pollution
coming out of the vessel?” explained
Kevin Altera, GCCM general manager
operations and business development.
“It’s very important we keep that
conversation rolling – and we’re being
proactive,” he stressed.

03/07/2020 11:48
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Coral Sea Marina Resort
marks Clean Up Australia Day
With hundreds of people across Australia every year participating in annual Clean Up Australia Day events, the team at
Coral Sea Marina Resort (CSMR) decided this year was their turn to make the pledge and commit to making a difference
in their own backyard.

In partnership with Tangaroa Blue
Foundation and the Rotary Club of
Airlie Beach, the resort put the call
out to the Whitsunday community on
Sunday 6th March.
“The first Sunday in March is
generally a scorcher in the tropics
– and that was especially true this
year – so we were thrilled to have
a dedicated group of volunteers
brave the heat and help us do our
part,” said Coral Sea Marina CEO
Kate Purdie.

and plastic bags it was great to see
fewer of them this year, but they have
been replaced with disposable masks
and shopping receipts among other
items – a compelling reminder that the
real issue is single use anything, not
just plastics.”
Volunteers, young and old, came

out in heatwave conditions to do
their bit and collect litter on land
and at sea. The Rotary Club of
Airlie Beach took tenders out
from the marina and cleaned up
areas only accessible by boat,
whilst enthusiastic children and
their families walked Airlie Beach’s
scenic boardwalk collecting litter
and debris along the way.
Collection bags were provided
by Tangaroa Blue as part of
their ReefClean programme. All
the litter collected was sorted,
monitored and weighed and the
data inputted into the Australian
Marine Debris Initiative database
for further analysis. In total, 131kg
(289lbs) of litter was collected, with
the main items being plastic food
packaging and hard and soft plastic
fragments.
Heidi Tait, CEO of Tangaroa
Blue Foundation noted: “Clean
Up Australia Day is a wonderful
opportunity for the community to
partner up for the benefit of our
environment. Every piece of rubbish
removed also removes the threat it
poses to our wildlife and every piece of
data collected provides the evidence
needed to push for change. We look
forward to doing it all again in October

“We take great pride in our worldclass on and offshore facilities,
and our team work continuously to
ensure they are well-maintained,
so it was surprising to see just how
much rubbish we found adjacent
to the CSMR precinct,” she added.
“After dedicated campaigns to
reduce the use of plastic straws
Above & right: Enthusiastic volunteers
braved the heat on Clean Up Australia
Day to collect litter on land and sea
near Coral Sea Marina.
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heading home to cool down after
the morning’s efforts.
Source reduction is a strong focus
of Coral Sea Marina’s environmental
policy and another initiative it is
working on with the Tangaroa Blue
Foundation is the ReefClean ‘Ditch
the Flick’ campaign. This campaign
is designed to drive behavioural
changes among smokers on the
Great Barrier Reef, reducing
cigarette butt litter and offering a
better way of disposing of cigarette
butts.
As part of the ReefClean
programme, the team from
Tangaroa Blue Foundation will
monitor the cigarette butt hotspots
in the hope of being able to see
significant changes in the number of
butts collected over time.
“Cigarette butts are the number
Disposing of cigarette butts responsibly will
one littered item in the Australian
reduce the plastic footprint impact on the Great
Marine Debris Initiative Database,
Barrier Reef.
so projects like these are essential
in reducing the plastic footprint
for the ReefClean Great Barrier Reef
impacting the Great Barrier Reef,” Tait
Clean-up event.”
confirmed.
Volunteers enjoyed a sausage sizzle
All marina guests, visitors and
in the stunning marina gardens, before

locals are encouraged to support the
campaign by disposing of cigarette
butts in the bin provided and ‘ditching
the flick’. A social and digital campaign
will support the programme and be
rolled out by the marina to generate
awareness over the coming months.
“Cigarettes continue to feature
heavily in the waste collected, so we
are excited to be embarking on the
Ditch the Flick campaign in an effort
to ensure cigarettes are disposed of
properly in our region,” Purdie said.
“We look forward to seeing a reduction
in cigarettes on the ground during our
ReefClean Clean Up Day in October,
an event which will be open to the
public with all guests and members
of our local community welcome and
encouraged to get involved.”
The Clean Up Australia Day event
was coordinated through Coral Sea
Marina’s educational event platform
– the Coral Sea Academy. The Coral
Sea Academy provides a series
of immersive and engaging events
for people to consciously connect
with boating, the environment and
themselves.

Do You Own a Marina? Let’s Talk About Ways to
Maximize Revenue and Store Larger Boats.

Contact ASAR Today
•
•
•
•

Bringing Capital to Your Property
Investment Opportunities
Redevelopment Options
Joint-Venture Partnership
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‘Advanced Yachting’ brand
officially launched in Monaco
Yacht Club de Monaco (YCM) formally launched the Monaco, Capital of Advanced Yachting brand at the fifth Monaco
Ocean Week event held in March. The new concept follows the ten-year success of Monaco Capital of Yachting initiated
by YCM in 2012.
HSH Prince Albert II, speaking at
the launch, referred to the brand as a
tool to leverage international influence.
“I intend to encourage and promote
our tradition for innovation which relies
on technological progress to build
a responsible future for yachting, in
line with United Nations’ sustainable
development goals,
which I share through my
Foundation,” he said.
Mr Pierre Dartout, Minister
for State, added: “The
vision is simple: Monaco
must always be ahead on
economic and environmental
issues. We must mobilise
all stakeholders. It is an
essential factor in our
company’s appeal to
business, as the Principality
offers an exceptional network
of all professions operating in
this industry.”

Building an eco-responsible yachting
sector requires cooperation with all

terminals: 600 connections for Port
Hercule and 250 for Port de Fontvieille
which can be used by vessels over
150m [490ft]. A major project is
underway with SEPM (which manages
the harbours) and government teams to
equip the main harbour wall and install
electrical connections for very large
vessels,” he confirmed.
Battaglione also pointed
to progress underway with
energy generation. “During
the Monaco Energy Boat
Challenge, for example,
we are set to test new
innovations by installing
temporary flexible solar
panels on the exhibitors’
village pavilions; and by 2023
we will have the capability to
supply hydrogen.”

To affirm Monaco’s position as a centre of excellence and exemplary
model in terms of protecting the environment, but also on a societal
and educational level, the principle stakeholders signed a Commitment
Charter testifying to their involvement in this collective approach.
HSH Prince Albert II and Mrs Céline Caron-Dagioni surrounded (l
to r) by the signatories: Edouard Mousny, Gordon S Blair associate
and vice president Monaco Yachting Cluster; Claudia Batthyany,
project manager Monaco, Capital of Advanced Yachting; Espen Oeino,
yacht designer and vice president Monaco Yachting Cluster; Aleco
Keusseoglou, president of Société d’Exploitation des Ports de Monaco;
Gaëlle Tallarida, managing director Monaco Yacht Show; Olivier
Wenden, vice president and CEO Prince Albert II Foundation; Guy
Antognelli, director of the Tourism and Convention Authority; Thomas
Battaglione, CEO SMEG; Jean-Luc Biamonti, CEO Monte-Carlo
Société des Bains de Mer; and Bernard d’Alessandri, general secretary
YCM and president of Monaco Yachting Cluster.

Renowned as a maritime
nation and tourist destination,
Monaco has many
advantages and facilities
to meet the expectations
of yachtsmen and vessel
owners. Over the last century,
it has established itself as a
premier port of call and centre
of excellence, reflected in
the high number of services
– brokers, shipping agents,
legal services, banks,
insurance, naval architects, designers
etc – operating all year round.

The Monaco Yachting Cluster was
established in 2014 to bring these
yachting professionals under one
association umbrella and, according to
Bernard d’Alessandri, general secretary
of YCM and president of Monaco
Yachting Cluster, retrofit is at the centre
of today’s thinking. “Modernising is now
inevitable. In five to ten years some
regions, particularly coastal areas, will
no longer be accessible to conventional
diesel powered vessels. The evaluation
phase is over; we must now act using
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pragmatic solutions like the Monaco
Energy Boat Challenge which, every
year in July, enables young engineers
and industry professionals to present
and test their alternative propulsion
innovations.”

partners. “We must all be onboard with
this theme to meet our commitments
to reduce greenhouse gases,” said
Mrs Céline Caron-Dagioni, Minister
of Public Works, the Environment
and Urban Development, adding a
reminder “that in Monaco this is to be
under 55% by 2030 and carbon neutral
by 2050.”
Progress has been made on the
water and quayside, according to
Thomas Battaglione, CEO of Société
Monégasque de l’Electricité et du
Gaz (SMEG). “Monaco’s two harbours
are already equipped with electricity

To maintain its leading
market position, key players
believe that Monaco needs
to demonstrate by example,
supporting change in the
industry and understanding
of the challenges ahead.
There are several aims:

•

To strengthen Monaco’s
appeal in the light of
growing international
competition, be that in
tourism or business terms,
by highlighting its many
advantages.

•

Encourage people to enter the
industry via training which, in turn,
creates jobs.
• Support and promote Monaco’s
history of innovation to build a better
future for yachting.
• Export expertise by pushing events
that over the years have gained
legitimacy and a reputation for being
cutting edge.
• Foster synergies and coordinate
actions with all Monegasque
institutions and yachting professionals
who already have strong
representation internationally.
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www.ecopile.com
+1 (904) 696 2981
info@ecopile.com
The EcoPile is a fully composite PVC/Fiberglass composite piling with a specialized internal truss
system extruded on the inside for increased lateral and load bearing support. Coated in a highly
impact resistant and UV stable compound, the EcoPile will stand up to the elements for decades with
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new 16’’ diameter EcoPile designed for heavier commercial applications with great results.
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look. We highly recommend the EcoPile for any marine construction application.”
- Dan Anderson, President, Barrier Island Marine Contractors, LLC
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“When rebuilding our marina, we wanted to ensure the investment would stand the test of
time. After looking at several options other than timber pilings, the EcoPile stood out as
VJGOQUVCVVTCEVKXGNGCUVOCKPVGPCPEGCPFCNNCTQWPFDGUVXCNWG.QQMKPICVVJGƒPKUJGF
product, we couldn’t be happier with the result.”
- Kuy Scott, Palmetto Bay Marina General Manager
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Leading the Industry in Quality,
Versatility and Innovation

Specialists in the design,
fabrication and installation of
customized aluminum and
timber floating dock systems,
fixed piers and gangways for
marina projects worldwide.
From project design and
management to
manufacturing, installation
and maintenance,
Bluewater Marine competes
globally with fabrication
facilities in Hawaii, California
and North Carolina.
Contact our team today for a
consultation and quote on your
next project!
West Coast: San Diego, CA 619 499 2007
3DFLߔF2DKX+,
East Coast: St. Petersburg, FL 727 209 7110
www.bluewaterdocks.com
info@bluewaterdocks.com
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Committee – Emas Eco Management
Audit Scheme Section, Italy ISPRA –
and when moving the focus towards
a broader framework – the protocol
can be integrated with ISO business
management standards.
Monitoring delivers valuable
information on the marina and its
surroundings that can help to facilitate
Luciano Serra:
“Porto Sostenibile
is a concrete and
useful tool that
supports and guides
the development of
sustainability policies
in recreational
boating companies.”

Developing a new
green standard for
Italian marinas

Porto Sostenibile, a newly presented green management model, could set
new standards in Italian marinas, with a multi-layer approach: to evaluate
and certify a marina’s voluntary sustainability progress while incorporating
an internationally recognised climate footprint assessment process and
a protocol that integrates with ISO business management standards.
Donatella Zucca reports
customers, shareholders and the
Presented to industry at the
local social fabric.
Genoa Boat Show 2021 by Assonat
(Associazione Italiana Approdi e
In line with the evolving nature
Porti Turistici) and ICStudio, Porto
of the concept, implementing
Sostenibile is now in operational phase.
Porto Sostenibile also involves
The experimental aspect of the project,
continuous staff training, accredited
which began in September last year,
by the Ecolabel and Ecoaudit
involved a pilot group of different types
of marinas. Those involved undertook to
voluntarily report on their step-by-step
journey through environmental impact
and CO2 reduction measures with the
aim of becoming carbon neutral.

new openings with tour operators,
nautical supply chains and various
entrepreneurial activities, for example,
as well as creating job opportunities
in the increasingly important sector of
environmental sustainability.
Assonat president, Luciano Serra,
underlines the importance of delivering
a route to sustainable development
for the Italian pleasure boat sector. He
believes that, in addition to protecting
those who work and improving
hospitality, it serves to bridge a cultural
gap on certain issues.
Pilot phase marinas: Marina di Teulada
(above); Marina Cala Galera (centre); and
Marina di Scarlino (below).

The process of monitoring, analysing
and evaluating, in addition to its
primary purpose, gives the marina
the opportunity to better orient its
investments and activities, starting
with cost optimisation and an increase
in the value of the services it offers.
And the ability to be transparent with
regard to sustainability performance,
using criteria and parameters verified
and certified by third party bodies, is a
winning ticket for public administrations,

www.marinaworld.com – May/June 2022
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Pilot phase marina: Marina di Chiavari.

How and what
The Porto Sostenibile model is
structured in five tiers and has 100
performance indicators divided into
seven areas. These are:
1. Quality of service
2. Management of tourist destination
3. Environmental responsibility and
climate footprint
4. Social responsibility and safety of
workers and guests
5. Corporate administrative
responsibility
6. Digital innovation
7. Economic reliability
Verification and certification of the Porto
Sostenibile protocol results cover:

• Sustainability assessment
• Variance analysis and improvement
•
•
•
•

•

plan
Training course for protocol
implementation
Sustainability Level Assessment by
an accredited independent third party
and issue of a Conformity Certificate
Granting of a licence to use the Porto
Sostenibile brand
Carbon footprint calculation in
compliance with the ISO 14064:2019
standard through the “SimaPro”
calculation software and release of
the OCF Study Report
Annual surveillance programme
to verify the maintenance of
all requirements and improved
performance

We asked Luciano Serra for more
details:
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Q: At what stage is the project
development and when will it be fully
operational?
A: The operational activities have
already started with a pilot group of
12 marinas associated with Assonat
that have confirmed they will follow the
experimental phase of the qualification
process. Data has already been
collected at each marina. Obviously,
due to the seasonality of nautical
tourism, the performance databases
will be completed after the summer
so we expect the first sustainability
assessment to be completed by the
end of 2022.
By the start of the tourist season,
operators will be involved in an update
and requalification training course
accredited by the ISPRA Ecolabel
and Ecoaudit Committee specifically
designed for the understanding and
adoption of the Porto Sostenibile
model. Both the technical support for
the application of the model and the
specialised training of marina personnel
will be carried out by Assonat and the
creator of the Porto Sostenibile model,
ICStudio – Scuola Emas Ecolabel
Toscana, a specialist consulting and
management training company. The
working group, in collaboration with the
third party accredited body, is in the
meantime developing the certification
specification.
Q: Are there any obstacles to
implementation?
A: One certainly concerns the
heterogeneity of the accountability
processes currently adopted by the
marinas. Data is collected by different

methods and this creates potential
inconsistency in terms of completeness
and comparability. To overcome this
problem, our technical partner ICStudio
is studying a web-based tool capable of
standardising and facilitating the data
collection process, cataloguing and
digital storage.
Q: Which marina entities have already
joined up?
A: Vento di Venezia, Marina di Procida,
Capo d’Anzio, Marina Cala Galera,
Marina Chiavari, Marina di San Rocco,
Marina di Scarlino, Marina di Pescara,
Marina di Teulada, Porto Barricata,
Porto di Lavagna and Yacht Broker have
formally joined the pilot phase.
This group is a good representative
sample of the different types, sizes and
organisations that exist in the Italian
yachting sector and will help us identify
and model best practices and average
sustainability performance. A further
20 marinas have expressed interest in
joining the initiative once the pilot phase
of the project has been completed.
Q: What equipment and costs are
involved for members?
A: Porto Sostenibile is a concrete and
useful tool that supports and guides the
development of sustainability policies
in recreational boating companies. No
technological investment is required
for its application other than those that
exist or are planned for any marina to
maintain or achieve its desired market
position.
The model is designed to enable
marinas to improve sustainability
via specific objectives (Maturity
Capability Model). Through annual
assessments (Maturity Capability
Levels) managers are stimulated to
improve their Environmental, Social
or Governance (ESG) performance
in terms of production efficiency, and
any technological investments that are
deemed necessary to help a voluntary
choice of business by a cost benefit
assessment.
The model does not have minimum
standards in terms of infrastructure
unlike typical certification schemes but
full legislative compliance with regard
to infrastructure and management
is required to access certification for
sustainability performance.
Q: Which of the seven areas of
performance is of most interest to
marinas?
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NEW

ROLEC’S CLOUD-BASED BERTH SERVICES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Control your
marina’s utilities,
anywhere, anytime
on any device
Rolec’s new BerthVend Smart Solutions offers
marina operators signiﬁcant control over their
marina’s berth services, saving time and
associated labour costs.
It can allow berth holders to independently
assign their services via a self-service portal,
as well as provide an online payment platform
so no marina office visit required.
The options are truly endless, with bespoke
solutions available too, enabling marina &
waterfront destinations to reap the beneﬁts
of advanced, streamlined berth services
management systems.

For more details contact Rolec’s technical / support / sales team
or visit your local electrical wholesaler

t: 01205 724754

www.marinaworld.com
– May/June 2022
e: enquiries@rolecserv.co.uk
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MARINAS

From the smallest to the largest
Any customized solutions for every need

Minus

Minus top led

Geo

Aquarius

Aquarius model

Personalized solutions

“Ocean Reef Marina”, Panama

Domyna

Link
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Pilot phase marina: Marina di Pescara.
A: The seven areas were selected
following a survey carried out by
Assonat. They were deemed “critical”
by most marinas who contributed and,
as such, they are perceived as equally
important because they respond to real
needs.
The measurement and certification
of a marina’s carbon footprint in line
with ISO 14064:2019 and the possibility
of first reducing and then offsetting
it, together with the certification of
ESG indicators in line with the main
international standards of non-financial
reporting, however, are the two aspects
that have aroused greatest interest.
Q: How are local authorities welcoming
the initiative?
A: We anticipate sharing the project
results with local public administration
in order to raise awareness and
provide information on the importance
of inserting appropriate and effective
sustainability requirements when
assigning state-owned concessions.
The central public administration
has, however, been involved from the

early stages of the project. The Higher
Institute for Environmental protection
(ISPRA) of the Ministry of Ecological
Transition and the General Command
of the Port Authorities showed great
interest in and support of the Porto
Sostenibile standard as an initiative that
favours social cohesion and safeguards
territories where certified tourist ports

are present. This is the precise reason
why the mandatory and preparatory
Porto Sostenibile training course for
marinas interested in adopting the
standard has been accredited by
the ISPRA Ecolabel and Ecoaudit
Committee, which plays a supervisory
and monitoring role in the training
process and results.

CAT-handling at its best
www.roodberg.com
www.marinaworld.com – May/June 2022
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Left: The Marina Master team enjoys a day
out sailing. Below: Accessing the Advanced
Food & Beverage module via touch screen.
Master system and will pull the amount
payable from the payment screen. Once
the payment has been processed, the
invoice will be automatically marked as
paid with the correct payment type and
the receipt printed or emailed directly to
the customer. This integration is set to
remove the need for manual processing
and any potential mistakes.

Purchase Order

Added value software
features for ever-changing
industry
Innovative knowledge, flexibility in providing solutions, and worldwide
experience are important elements when adapting marina management
software to the new real world opportunities and challenges now faced by
marinas and yards.
Requirements to work remotely,
establish and/or automate marina
processes, welcome customers and
encourage their loyalty are just some of
the considerations Marina Master has
taken into account when adapting its
existing system. For 2022, the company
introduces the following new modules
to further benefit existing and future
clients:

Advanced Food & Beverage
Built-in touch screen support provides
a sophisticated and complete tool for
catering services in any marina or
boatyard that manages a restaurant,

café, bar or food truck. Orders can
be placed and invoiced to account or
paid immediately at the register by the
patron.  The system is set up to be
utilised with touch screen monitors,
giving staff the ability to simply navigate
the system.

Payment Terminal integration
The terminal integration enables
marinas to process payments through
a Merchant Warrior Terminal in real
time. This integration means that there
is no need for marina staff to enter the
amount that is due to be paid as the
terminal is linked directly to the Marina

This module works in conjunction with
Marina Master’s existing POS and work
order modules. It allows staff to send
purchase orders direct to suppliers,
track open or pending orders, note
stock received and mark the order as
ready to be paid or closed, all from the
one system. An export out to the main
finance software is also available to
help track costs and expenses directly.

Advanced Loyalty
The latest enhancement enables
marinas to retain customers by
introducing an intuitive loyalty system.
Marina businesses can set their
own loyalty programme with multiple
tier levels and customised rewards.
Customers are rewarded for their
transient and/or seasonal stays and can
receive in-store perks for purchasing
items from the marina store. Customer
retention can be enhanced by offering
fuel discounts to customers reaching
certain loyalty tiers.
Ocean Havens in Boston, MA, USA
has worked with the Marina Master
development team to integrate its
loyalty programme features according
to its specific needs. “Marina Master’s
loyalty software integration has been
a very seamless process. The Marina
Master team incorporated the many
features for discounts and perks across
the board by each membership tier for
transient dockage, merchandise, fuel
services, etc. This is the first season
of the Ocean Havens’ automated
loyalty programme and it has been
well received by our customers.
Working with the team at Marina
Master has been a very positive
experience,” said Ocean Havens
principals, Chuck and Ann Lagasse.
Marina Master’s latest modules will
be on show at Marinas22 (booth 23),
Australia; IBEX 2022, USA; and METS
2022, the Netherlands
www.marina-master.com
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SIMPLY EFFICIENT

THE FASTEST & SIMPLEST WAY:
TO CRADLE, LAUNCH & RECOVER ALL YOUR BOATS

BOAT CRADLING

BOAT HANDLING

+ 800 boats
in the database
of cradling solutions

STORING

100 %
of the world’s leisure
boats can be cradled
with 2 models of NAUTIPARK cradles

of French Marinas
work with us

time saved
in cradling and handling

100 %

safety & comfort
for people and boats

PRESENCE
IN EUROPE & INTERNATIONALLY
3 international sites:
USA / Canada
Australia / New Zealand
Brazil
10 sites in Europe: Corsica, England, Spain, Germany,
The Netherlands, Sweden, Greece, Switzerland, Italy, Portugal
Headquarters & production workshop: France

www.cradleboats.com

www.nautipark.com
100 % French

Make your marina unique
with our wide range of
service pedestals that
exceed expectations

seijsener.com
info@seijsener.com
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Fuel Berths designed
and manufactured to
suit your requirements

Southport Yacht Club,
Gold Coast, Australia

+61 7 5594 8200

|

info@superiorjetties.com

|

www.superiorjetties.com
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Storm-proven
attenuator protects
Sunset Bay

Custom forklift for
Cape Cod yard
The recent delivery of a Marine Travelift M2300H (23,000lb/10,400kg capacity)
Hydro M_Drive marine forklift to Ryder’s Cove Boat Yard in Chatham,
Massachusetts, now allows the yard to service and store larger vessels.
put the operator in the centre of the
Ryder’s Cove is a full-service marina
machine but the mast and carriage are
and boat dealership located on the
strategically designed to ensure the
elbow of Cape Cod. It provides wet
operator has maximum visibility when
slip and rack storage for around 200
lifting to any level.
boats and has been under the same
ownership for 28 years.
Operators selected dual-axis joystick
The forklift Ryder’s Cove selected
has many custom options, including a
105in (267cm) wheelbase, centre cab
with wide view mast, wireless remote
for lift functions, and dual-axis joystick
controls.
The marina chose the shortest
wheelbase available for the M2300H
capacity class. This results in the
tightest possible turning radius to
maximise space and enables the
operators to handle longer boats in
their current drystack set-up.
The centre cab option offers
unmatched visibility through the true
wide-view mast. Not only does this

control, as this was a feature they’d
become used to on other machines, but
also opted for remote control. The latter
can move the carriage up and down,
swing each fork independently in and
out, swing shift the forks left and right,
and simultaneously swing both forks
open and closed.

Safe Harbor Sunset Bay in Hull,
Massachusetts has a new 920ft
(280m) long SF Marina floating
concrete breakwater.
Made up of 14 Type 400 SF
Marina pontoons, the attenuator is of
storm-proven design, absorbing and
distributing the stress loads that occur
during violent weather. It features what
is claimed to be the thickest concrete
surface layer on the market, doubling
the reinforcement of the pontoons to
ensure long life. The breakwater is
secured to the seabed with 30in (76cm)
steel piles.
General manager, Paul Bilbo,
explained the investment: “We chose SF
Marina for our pile-secured breakwater
because it’s simply the best. It has
already been hit by several storms and
worked great. The marina is a better and
safer place with it out there.”
With access to the vibrant sailing
waters of the US Boston Harbor Islands,
Safe Harbor Sunset Bay has 181
seasonal slips, 801ft (244m) of transient
dockage and 20 moorings. It has a
full-service boatyard with indoor and
outdoor winter storage, a three-storey
waterside restaurant and is within easy
walking distance of public beaches.
The marina is part of the Safe Harbor
Marinas group, the largest owner and
operator of marinas in the USA, with
over 100 locations across 22 states.
www.sfmarina.com

This is the first Marine Travelift
machine purchased by Ryder’s Cove
and president, Alan Cohen, says the
team is thrilled with it. “We’ve owned
other forklifts prior to the Marine
Travelift, and the M2300 is a wellengineered machine,” he said.
www.marinetravelift.com
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and longevity. Visit www.acefloatdrums.com for a variety of product
sizes, specifications with bouyancy and technical information.

Composite Decking & Bumpers
High Impact Resistance
&XVWRPL]DEOH3URߔOHV
Easy Maintenance
In-house Tooling
Made to Order
Weatherproof
Excellent OIT*

High load
capacity
Soprefa, S.A. Portugal
Tel: +351 256 880 470
soprefa@soprefa.com

MORE THAN 250,000m2 INSTALLED!

*Oxidative Induction Time

Composite Decking & Bumpers
Looking to offer supercharging at your marina?
$TXDZLOOLQVWDOODQGRSHUDWHFHUWLߑHGPDULQHWHFKQRORJ\
at no cost to you, providing 24/7 customer care and all
compatibility testing.
enquiries@aqua-superpower.com (quote MW1)
www.aqua-superpower.com

TOTAL CONTROL
OF MARINA

High Impact Resistance
&XVWRPL]DEOH3URߔOHV
Easy Maintenance
In-house Tooling
Made to Order
Weatherproof
Excellent OIT*

marinamanagementsoftwaresolutions
*Oxidative Induction Time

at your fingertips

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
TO CREATE ADDED VALUE

IN YOUR
LANGUAGE

High load
capacity

See you at
Marinas22 Booth 23

Soprefa, S.A. Portugal
Tel: +351 256 880 470
soprefa@soprefa.com

MORE THAN

250,000m2

INSTALLED!

Visit our website

www.marina-master.com
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Superyacht marina opts
for vacuum sewerage
Flovac has designed the new
sewerage system for the
refurbishment of IGY Málaga Marina,
a project being undertaken by Island
Global Yachting (IGY) of the USA and
Spanish company Ocean Capital
Partners. Ferrovial is building the
marina.
Further to the design contract,
Ferrovial has appointed Flovac to
supply and install a vacuum sewerage
system. The decision was based
on the positive impact this type of
system has on the environment as it
prevents leakage of wastewater, the
inconvenience of pump-out trucks, and
elimination of odours.
Flovac operates from Barcelona,
serving the whole of Spain, Latin
America and the Middle East. Most of

its applications are in developments
near the beach, in marinas or industrial
estates.
When complete, IGY Málaga Marina

will accommodate vessels of 24 to
180m (79 to 590ft) in length and a total
of 31 berths will be available.
www.flovac.es

Lee Davies
Lee Davies has been
appointed as the new
managing director at The
Marine & Property Group, a
UK group offering recreational
berthing at five marinas in
Wales and southwest England.
Davies has had an extensive
career in the civil engineering
and construction industry
and brings a broad range of
commercial, leadership and
project management experience
that will be a natural driver
to support the group in its
strategic goals for growth and
development in the coming years.

The all-new Mega Sheds at The Boat Works, Queensland have been taking bookings from
the region’s premium superyachts since February. The four sheds are even larger than
those built just two years ago and are the tallest on the Gold Coast with a 20m (66ft) height
clearance. Situated in the yard’s dedicated superyacht facility, they feature LED lighting,
ample power, drainage channelled into a treatment process and commercial curtains for
privacy and noise/dust reduction. The Boat Works team is able to service vessels up to 50m
(164ft) in the new facility.

www.marinaworld.com – May/June 2022
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Phase two pier in place
The second of three new piers with back walkways has been installed at
Hartford Marina in the UK as part of Tingdene Marinas’ aim to expand the site
to offer 225 berths for motorboats and narrow boats of up to 20m (66ft) in
length.
Built using Walcon’s System 2000
aluminium-framed pontoons, the
walkway is 145m (476ft) long. The
finger pontoons will be delivered by
Walcon over time as bookings are
taken. The piling and installation was
undertaken by Irvings Piling.
Tingdene acquired the marina
in 2016 and Walcon undertook the
initial phase of its regeneration. This
saw the first pier go in, together with
a back walkway for three of the four
piers. Thereafter, in line with their
new business model, the upgrade will
continue with the rolling removal of old
pontoons and the installation of new
piers in response to demand.
Tingdene specialises in inland
marinas and, since it was formed in
2004, has acquired ten marinas spread
across central eastern and southern
England, investing in them up to the
highest standards.
For a recent acquisition, Broadlands
Marina in Suffolk, Walcon supplied a

complete package of pontoons and
fittings required to create an 88m
(289ft) back walkway and three piers
with finger pontoons, capable of
providing an additional 54 berths for
leisure craft up to 12m (39ft) in length.
In recent years, it has also worked with
Tingdene on upgrading Racecourse
Marina in Windsor, Berkshire, and
Pyrford Marina in Surrey.
www.walconmarine.com

Carolyn Elder
After 35 years of loyal service, marina director Carolyn Elder (left) has passed
the day-to-day management of Largs Yacht Haven across to Dave Hewitt (right).
Elder joined Largs Yacht Haven in
1987, helping Yacht Havens Group
develop the site from initial proposals
into a thriving boating community on
the west coast of Scotland. Largs
Yacht Haven is now Scotland’s largest
marina, home to over 700 berths and
supporting 100 full time jobs.
During her three decades, Elder took
on a number of additional roles locally
to drive marine tourism and trade for
the Ayrshire area. She was president
of the Ayrshire Chamber of Commerce,
and worked with yacht clubs and
classes to develop Largs Yacht Haven
as a host to national and international
sailing events. She is also part of
the local committee which manages
the Largs Regatta Festival and Fife
Regatta.
“It’s been an honour to have
managed Largs Yacht Haven for so

many years. I’m so grateful that the
Kalis family (owners of Yacht Havens
Group) entrusted me with developing
it and I’m so proud of what we’ve been
able to achieve together,” she said.
Elder remains a Yacht Havens Group
director, taking on a new role providing
operational support to the group’s nine
marinas in the UK and the Netherlands,
and spending more time on her 8.5m
(28ft) sailing yacht.
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THE SMART
GREEN
FUTURE OF
SEWAGE
COLLECTION
www.ﬂovac.es

Vacuum sewerage systems are ideal for use
in marinas and ports of any size.
The Flovac system can capture sewage and
bilge water from boats and all facilities
around the marina complex.
No electrical power required at dockside
Discreet, small diameter pipework
No risk of water contamination
Validates MARPOL certiﬁcation
Eco-sustainable system
Ease of installation
No odour, no spills

S E T T I N G T H E W O R L D S TA N D A R D
IN MARINA DESIGN

Waterfront & marina development
consultancy at its best, worldwide
Concept Design & Marina Masterplanning
Feasibility Studies & Market Research
Business Planning
Marina & Waterfront Design
Tender and Project Management
Marine Operations Management
Environmental and Legislative Advice
Property Consultancy Services
Our independent services cover the entire spectrum of marina
and waterside development. Through a wealth of international
experience and specialist industry knowledge, our team
understands what it takes to deliver world class marinas with
uncompromising standards in all areas of our service.

enquiries@marinaprojects.com
United Kingdom +44 (0)23 9252 6688

|

|

www.marinaprojects.com

Hong Kong +852 3796 3533

|

Cyprus +357 97714495

